
Meanwhile in Oxfordshire

Project Coordinator - Freelance contract

Job Description

Terms:

Employed by: Makespace Oxford

Contract budget: £2800 per month (pro rata)

Starting date: 1st February 2022 or earlier

Contract: 1st February - 30th June 2022 (5 months)

Hours: 4-5 days per week

Makespace Oxford are in the final 6 months of a £1.7m contract called ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire’
and need to deliver on £850,000 worth of building works by the end of June 2022. We are looking to
replace a key member of the Building Delivery Team with an enthusiastic freelancer for the
remainder of our contract.

The successful candidate will be excited about this unique opportunity to contribute to a major
initiative focused on building back better through and beyond the Covid-19 pandemic. They will
be a team player and an enthusiastic collaborator with experience managing and delivering
projects in the construction industry and keen to use their skills to tackle inequalities in
Oxfordshire.

Role Description:

Role scope

Makespace Oxford is seeking an enthusiastic, committed individual with experience in coordinating
construction and fit out projects. You’ll be liaising across, and beyond, the organisation to ensure
building projects reach completion on time, within programme budget and scope. You’ll be able to
work flexibly in a creative yet fast-moving field. In your role you will be working with the in-house
team and external contractors and subcontractors. You will be supporting the Building Development
Manager (BDM) and will be a part of the Building Delivery Team.

Key to success in this role will be to support our Makespace staff to repurpose a range of
small- and medium-sized buildings for use by local entrepreneurs, makers and charities. All the
building projects need to be completed by the end of the project programme. As a growing
organisation, part of your role will be improving our project management and processes,
identifying and keeping the team to the milestones that are needed to deliver the buildings to



time, to budget and to the high standard that we aspire to; translating our organisational
ambitions into discrete briefs for our contractors.

This will be a highly stimulating and enjoyable job with many opportunities to build on previous
experience and contribute to an impactful programme.

Responsibilities

Major construction projects
● Produce and manage the timelines for each of the larger projects, getting input where

needed from the rest of the team.
● Manage the project work stages process and accompanying milestone documents.

Ensure milestone documents are co-produced by the team in a timely manner to the
sufficient standard needed to move to the next stage.

● Convene the working groups for larger projects. Bring key players together and take
responsibility for moving all along the timeline at the appropriate pace to deliver each
project to the deadline.

● Support the BDM in the contract administration of the Architects and Main Contractors
in the pre construction and construction phases of the projects.

● Provide expertise and support to write and submit briefs to external providers.
● Work with the BDM to keep projects within budget.
● Conduct project risk assessments and lead on taking appropriate actions to mitigate

risks in collaboration with the rest of the team.
● Support the Project Lead in MiO monitoring evaluation and reporting

Minor construction projects
● Work with the BDM and Facilities Manager to coordinate contractors and subcontractors

as needed to deliver quick turnaround lower budget and minor fit out projects.

Relationships:
● Work directly with the Building Development Manager and Facilities Manager, and other team

members depending on their involvement in each of the project stages
● Convene working groups for larger projects
● Participate in buildings Team meetings where needed
● Reporting to Buildings Development Manager on Meanwhile in Oxfordshire

delivery work

Other duties
● Maintain communication and report progress using agreed project

management and communication tools e.g. Slack, Google Drive, Salesforce
● Attending meetings including team /working group meetings and 1 to 1 support/

line-management meetings.

Key tasks and accountabilities are intended to be a guide to the range and level of work
expected of the post holder. This is not an exhaustive list of all tasks that may fall to the post
holder and employees will be expected to carry out such other reasonable duties which may be
required from time to time.



Person Specification

Criteria Essential Desirable

1.
Knowledge
&
experience

●  Experience of managing building projects
with multiple partners and an annual budget
of over £300k

● Experience in project managing
construction projects

● Well developed communication and
negotiation skills to facilitate internal and
external project-related conversations and
decisions.

●  Confidence in contract management of
external consultants.

● Knowledge of CDM

● Some experience of financial management
of projects

● Knowledge of
Oxfordshire towns &
district authorities

● Experience of using
project management
software or platforms.

● Knowledge of, or
experience in working with
social enterprises,
community groups,
creatives and / or
not-for-profits

●Familiar with the
concept of ‘meanwhile
space’ and / or
community assets

2. Skills and
abilities

● Excellent time and project management skills

● Willingness to travel to different locations
across the county (using public transport or own
transport) and to be on call in a building
emergency

● Good computer skills with experience of
using Excel spreadsheets, Microsoft word and
cloud-based systems such as Google Drive.

● Relevant training or
qualification e.g
foundation degree, HND or
degree in project
management.

● Management
qualification eg BIFM or
Institute of Leadership
& Management (ILM)

3. Attitudes A commitment to equality, diversity and
inclusion and to Makespace Oxford
values and comfort with our ways of
working:

Progressive: A belief in collective action and
having a passion for social enterprise and
community-led development as a tool for social
and environmental systems change locally,



nationally and globally, with a focus on
inequality, the climate emergency and
homelessness.

Ethical: Making decisions about how we work
together and use resources based on
sustainability and our respect for the
environment; Being committed to equality and
addressing and increasing inclusion of
under-represented groups in our spaces.

Cooperative: Listening and taking a
collaborative and compassionate team
working approach and having an interest in or
willingness to work in less hierarchical,
self-managing structures.

Agile: Flexible, comfortable working
autonomously and willing to ‘hit the ground
running’; Dynamic, excited by problem solving,
noticing what needs doing and
taking your own initiative.


